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Asylum applications of members of The Church of Almighty God, updated June 2019

The Church of Almighty God (CAG)

´ The Church of Almighty God is a Christian
new religious movement founded in
China, in 1991. It teaches that Jesus
returned to Earth and incarnated as
Almighty God (identified with a Chinese
woman currently living abroad), to bring
the fullness of truth and purify and save
humankind. Most of Almighty God’s
utterances are collected in the book The
Word Appears in the Flesh

Leaving China
´ The CAG offers a unique
opportunity to study
religion-based refugee
claims, since more than
5,000 of its members have
escaped China and
requested asylum abroad
´ Roughly, 9.6% of them have
obtained asylum, 35.67%
have received a refusal, the
other cases are pending
´ According to IGC*, the
percentage of accepted
CAG refugees is similar to
the one of refugees from
China in general
*Intergovernmental Consultation on Migration,
Asylum and Refugees, a UN consultative body

What Determines the Decision?
´ Introvigne is the author of a forthcoming book on the CAG (Inside The
Church of Almighty God, Oxford University Press)
´ The three presenters are preparing a book on asylum cases of CAG
refugees
´ By comparing hundreds of decisions, we concluded that asylum cases
succeed or fail by proving, or failing to prove, three points:
1. The existence of religious persecution in China
2. The fact that being active in the CAG in China means having a legitimate
fear of persecution
3. The fact that the individual refugee is a bona fide member of CAG, with a
credible personal story

1. Religious Persecution in China
´ A few negative decisions in Italy (almost all in
Milan) and several in Korea (i.e. the two
countries where the highest number of CAG
asylum cases have been decided) state that
there is, in general, no religious persecution in
China
´ Italian lawyers have expressed concern that, for
political reasons, China may be included in the
list of “safe countries of origin,” where in
principle there are no serious risks of
persecution, which will be established
according to Article 7-bis of the new
immigration law of 2018
´ This contrasts with countless international official
documents claiming that religious persecution in
China in general under Xi Jinping is indeed at its
worst since the Cultural Revolution

Political Reasons
´ To deny that China persecutes religion seems
preposterous. However, in some countries
authorities take at face value statements on religion
in China supplied by the Chinese embassies
´ In Italy, in addition to the political climate prevailing
after the country joined the Belt and Road Initiative,
there is a certain influence of official Catholic
statements and media downplaying the
persecution to justify the agreement the Holy See
and China signed in 2018

2. The CAG Is
Persecuted in China
´ CAG’s own statistics claim that more
than 400,000 CAG members have been
arrested in China from 2011 to date.
´ These figures cannot be independently
confirmed but certainly there are several
CCP documents calling for massive antiCAG campaigns, monetary rewards are
publicly offered to those who denounce
CAG members, and there are frequent
references in Chinese media to
hundreds of arrests in one or another
province. There is also believable
evidence that many CAG members
were tortured, and some died while in
custody in highly suspicious
circumstances

International Documents
´ The U.S. Department of State Report on International Religious Freedom for the
year 2018, published on June 21, 2019, reported claims that in the year 2018
only, Chinese “authorities arrested 11,111 of its [CAG] members,” and
“subjected 525 of its members to ‘torture or forced indoctrination,’” mentioning
that some were tortured to death while in custody
´ The U.S. Department of State Report on Human Right Practices for 2018 also
mentioned that “members of the Church of Almighty God […] reported
systematic torture in custody”
´ The USCIRF (U.S. Commission on International Religious Freedom) similarly
reported that “in 2018, the Chinese government harassed and arrested
thousands of followers of …the Church of Almighty God. Many of those
detained during the year… suffered torture and other abuses, in some cases
resulting in deaths or unexplained disappearances while in custody”
´ The Office of the UN High Commissioner of Human Rights, summarizing NGOs
claims at the 2019 Universal Periodic Revision of China, mentioned that “during
2014-2018, the Chinese Communist Party’s monitoring, arrest, and persecution
had caused at least 500,000 Church of Almighty God (CAG) Christians to flee
their home, and several hundred thousand families had been torn apart”

Xie Jiao
´ In China, a specific legislation targets xie
jiao
´ Chinese Web sites often translate xie jiao
as “evil cults” in order to elicit the
sympathy of foreign anti-cultists, but
some scholars regard the translation is
not entirely accurate
´ Xie Jiao means “heterodox teachings.”
Laws against xie jiao exist since the late
Ming era, and the Emperor, just as the
CCP does today, decided on the basis of
his own judgement which religions and
movements should be listed as xie jiao

The CAG Is Persecuted as a “Xie Jiao”

´ Some court decisions about refugees throughout the world confuse xie jiao with other forms of
unregistered religion, but there are key legal differences. Pursuant to the provision of art. 300 of
the Chinese Criminal Code on xie jiao, being active in CAG gatherings, mission work,
safekeeping of religious books, and other normal religious activities is punished with a jail penalty
of three to seven years “or more”

Would the Real Article 300 Please Stand Up?
´ In South Korea the authorities, based on statements of the Chinese
government, deny asylum to CAG members, claiming that Art. 300 of the
Criminal Code is enforced only against members of xie jiao who committed
specific crimes
´ However, spreading the faith of a banned group and participating in its
gatherings are regarded as crimes in China, and there are hundreds of
published Chinese court decisions interpreting “using a xie jiao” in Art. 300
as “being active in a xie jiao in any capacity”

3. Can We Believe the Refugees?
´ More than 80% of the negative
decisions we examined accepted
point 1 and 2 (there is religious
persecution in China and CAG is
persecuted) but denied asylum on
point 3, claiming that,
A. There is not enough evidence that
the refugee is a bona fide member of
the CAG
B. The refugee does not know his or
her own religion
C. The refugee was not personally
persecuted
D. His or her story was contradictory
E. If the refugee was persecuted, how
was it possible to obtain a passport?

A. Proving Membership
´ Most refugees file a certificate by the local branch of the CAG certifying they
are bona fide members. Authorities often do not believe them. However,
(a) CAG has effective, if clandestine, ways to contact communities in China and
confirm who was a member there
(b) CAG members “use a jargon and are aware of religious insights and practices
that it would be very difficult for an outsider to imitate, even after a careful study
of the Church’s publicly available literature and Web sites”*
(c) “if the certification is too simple and short, it is claimed that it is not believable,
and if it is too detailed, that it is ‘too well done’ and prepared with the sole aim to
support the asylum requests. This places an impossible burden of evidence on the
refugee.”*
*Cristina Calvani, “Religion-Based Refugee Claims in Italy: Chinese Asylum Seekers from The Church
of Almighty God,” The Journal of CESNUR 3(3), 2019

B. Do the refugees know their own religion?

´ Curiously, a great number of negative decisions state that those who claim to be CAG refugees “do
not know their own religion.” But how can authorities abroad know CAG’s theology and history?
´ They rely on COI (Country of Origin Information) available in the UNHCR data base Refworld and
Internet sources. But very often the answers given by the CAG refugees are right and the COI are
outdated or wrong
´ Canada, which published the most used (but problematic) COI on the CAG, is now producing new
ones with the help of scholars – this should (hopefully) improve the situation

“She” or “He”?
´ In interviews with refugee boards, much confusion is caused by the
fact that the person worshipped as Almighty God is always referred
to as “He” rather than “She.” Members do know that “back then,
when Jesus came, He was male, but when God comes this time, He
is female” (The Word Appears in the Flesh). However, Almighty God
is always referred to as “He” to emphasize that the same God
appeared as Jehovah, Jesus, and Almighty God.
´ And the CAG, “out of respect for God,” never mentions, nor tells to
new members, Almighty God’s civil name or biographical details, on
which refugees are often interrogated on the basis of what COI
report – and not believed when they say they don’t know them

Fake News: The McDonald’s Murder
´ Sometimes, the refugees are accused of
not knowing CAG history because they
deny any knowledge of incidents widely
reported on the Web. The Chinese regime
accuses the CAG of various crimes,
including the murder of a woman in a
McDonald’s diner in Zhaoyuan in 2014.
Unfortunately, some media still repeat this
accusation, although scholars have
demonstrated the crime was committed
by a different small religious movement

Is the CAG “Anti-Family”?

´ Some COI also claim that the CAG is “against the family” and refugees are not believed when
they claim they were converted by their relatives. But in fact the CAG’s scriptures teach that
the family comes into being due to God’s sovereignty, and reiterate the requirements of
honoring parents and being faithful to spouses. Survey evidence confirmed that most CAG
members who escaped China were converted by members of their family

C. Who Leaves?
´ The objection that the asylum seeker was
not “personally persecuted” does not
consider that international conventions
do not require this. A reasonable “fear of
persecution” is enough
´ In fact, CAG refugees are part of two
categories. First, there are those who
have already been arrested and have
been released. They are kept under
surveillance and, should the authorities
ascertain that they keep attending CAG
meetings, they will be arrested again and
sentenced to heavier jail penalties

Fleeing Before Arrest
´ Second, there are those who have received credible
information that they are being investigated and
may soon be arrested. There are several police
officers who are CAG members unknown as such to
their colleagues. They may provide information
about which co-religionists are under investigation
and should be counseled to flee abroad to escape
arrest. Li Kunrui (left), a CAG member in the United
States, was herself a police officer in Liaoning before
fleeing China. This is a delicate aspect for refugees: it
is objected that they were not arrested, but they
would have been had they stayed, and would if they
return to China

D. Contradictory Stories

´ A good number of asylum applications fail because the story told by the refugee is
perceived as contradictory
´ Refugees should help themselves and learn how to tell their stories in a simple, clear
language, without unnecessary details
´ Yet, the authorities in turn should grasp the essential story beyond contradictions in the
details. These contradictions are not “lies.” They often derive from the fact that the
refugee is scared or nervous, or from translation problems

The Case of W.X.
´ Swiss courts, up to the Federal Court, in 2017 denied asylum to W.X. and
ordered her deported back to China because “she didn’t know her own
religion” and there were contradictions in her interviews. One time, she told
that she left home after a first visit from the police, another time, that she
escaped after a second visit; one time, that she had learned she may be
arrested from a co-religionist, another time, that she had learned it from her
husband…
´ She went spontaneously to China to avoid arrest at the airport (which
normally occurs when one is deported), did not go back home and hid in a
different apartment. However she was arrested and sentenced to 3,5 years
in jail for having been part of a team editing CAG texts (so she did know
her religion) – confirming the Swiss courts failed to grasp the essential truth
of her story

E. The Passport Question

´ Theoretically, ex-convicts and members of certain
categories, including members of religious groups
banned as xie jiao, should have their names included
in the data base known as Policenet, and should not
receive passports. However, the mere fact that
suspicions exist and an investigation has been started
does not cause the name of the suspect to be
registered in Policenet. Normally the name is recorded
only when the suspect is arrested. While she is
investigated, but has not yet been arrested, the
suspect should normally be able to get a passport

Passports to Ex-Cons?
´ Those arrested and released should
have more problems in getting a
passport. However, Policenet has its
holes, and there is also widespread
corruption among police officers in
China. In some cases, persons who have
been arrested are released against the
payment of a sum by their relatives.
Police officers do not record the arrest in
Policenet and pocket the money. When
these stories are told by refugees, there
are sometimes regarded as not credible
– but they are very common in China

Corruption Galore
´ In other cases, even those who have served
time in jail or are wanted may get a passport
by corrupting police officers. Almost two
million cases of corruption are reported in
China every year. If the officer delivering the
passport is corrupted, even problems about
fingerprints or biometrical data may be easily
overcome, and the passport may be
prepared in such a way as to elude border
controls in the airports (which are not
infallible, notwithstanding what some COI
claim, and where corruption also exists)

Conclusion

´ False refugees also exist. In the end, refugee commissions and courts should decide whom to
believe and assess the respective credibility of the refugees, the official information coming
from China, the COI, the scholars. All this in an international context often hostile to refugees in
general
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